
   CDAC Discovery Challenge - FY21 RFP 
 

 

The Discovery Challenge is a new seed funding program at the Center for Data and Computing 
(CDAC) that accelerates the research-to-impact process through the development of 
research-based, use-inspired data science technologies and tools. It focuses on cutting-edge 
data science and AI research and solutions that can be developed and piloted on a short 
timescale. The Discovery Challenge also requires the inclusion of external collaborators from 
industry, nonprofit organizations, or other external stakeholders that can provide critical input 
and accelerate the transition of research into practical use. 
 
The goals of the program are to:  

1. Accelerate the development of transformational AI & data science research and 
technologies that deliver high impact results to society,  

2. Deepen cooperation and information sharing between potential end users such as 
industry, government entities, nonprofit/civic or healthcare organizations 

3. Position projects to successfully scale and secure future large-scale sponsored research 
funding.  

 
The guiding rationale of the Discovery Challenge is that societally relevant research requires 
engagement with experts across disciplines-- as well as multiple kinds of stakeholders, including 
the end users of such outputs. However, identifying, engaging with, and creating solutions for 
interdisciplinary challenges that also benefit (and don’t inadvertently harm) stakeholders is a 
non-trivial task that often requires matchmaking, stakeholder engagement, and a plan for 
coordination.  
 

 

Request for Proposals: CDAC Discovery Challenge  

RFP Kickoff Webinar: Monday, September 28th, 2020 at 3pm CT  

Pre-proposals deadline: Monday, November 2, 2020 by 11:59 PM CT 
Full proposal deadline: Monday, January 4, 2021 by 11:59PM CT 

Earliest project start date: March 1, 2021 

Project Funding: up to $250,000 

Apply Online: UChicago Funding Portal  

Project Period: Up to 24 months 

Summary: Funding for the development of transformational AI & data science research and 
technologies that deliver high-impact results to society.  



 
In addition to seed funding, project teams will become major research initiatives at the Center 
for Data and Computing, benefiting from access to CDAC lab space, computing resources, 
corporate engagement, and technical research staff.  
 
The application process will include two phases: proposers will submit a short preliminary 
proposal and up to 5 finalists will be selected to advance to the second phase of the 
competition. Finalists will work with technical advisors from CDAC and the Polsky Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation to strengthen their proposals, identify long-term funding, and 
secure additional project partners before submitting final applications. 
 
Partnerships supported under this seed grant program are not intended as a mechanism to 
conduct corporate sponsored research but instead leverage synergistic activities from 
engagement with external stakeholders. 

Project scope:  

Projects may focus on broad and cross-cutting topics in data science such as, but not limited to: 

● Behavioral Economics + Big Data: leveraging insights from behavioral economics that 
can be validated by large scale observational data to better understand human decision 
making. 

● Precision Workforce Development: using AI-augmented educational approaches to 
improve technical reskilling and upskilling training for those already in the workforce.  

● Bias and Fairness: approaches that not only identify bias in data, models and human 
use of algorithms but also provide tools that can be used by practitioners to avoid 
discrimination and improve the fairness of interventions.  

● Operationalizing AI: the creation of tools that better identify, generate, or share data or 
models across an organization.  

● IoT & Privacy: the integration of data from IoT devices to drive decision-making while 
protecting privacy and security.  

● Medical Imaging: the development of a suite of computer vision tools that will augment 
healthcare providers ability to identify and treat disease.  

● Climate & Environment: new approaches and applications of AI to challenges in 
agriculture; predictive tools and real-time modeling of extreme weather conditions; 
machine learning driven approaches to generate new energy efficient materials.  

Deliverables & Follow-on Funding  

Projects should describe the plan for producing prototypes or fully functioning tools, software, 
products, or other deliverables within the project period. Proposers must identify the 
deliverables to be produced and describe how those outputs will benefit society-- including the 
metrics that will be used to assess impact. Proposers will also be expected to outline the 
follow-on funding opportunities that they will apply for over the two year grant period.  
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Eligibility  

● Principal Investigator must have PI status at UChicago. Please find more information 
about UChicago PI eligibility and policies here.  

● Each application must have at least one PI from the University of Chicago and at least 
one co-PI from a different unit within the University of Chicago (e.g., departments, 
divisions, schools), and/or from the Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago (TTIC), 
Argonne National Laboratory, or Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. Collaborations 
that involve the Argonne or Fermi researchers are especially encouraged.  

● Proposals that advance to the finalist round must include non-funded collaborators from 
industry/government/civic organizations that are documented with letters of 
collaboration.  

● Applicants may submit more than one application, with the same or different 
collaborative teams, provided that each application is scientifically distinct. 

● Current members of the CDAC Steering Committee are eligible to apply, provided that 
they recuse themselves during the review and voting on their proposal.  

Review Criteria 
Proposals will be reviewed by the CDAC Steering Committee using the following scoring rubric:  
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0-3 points Intellectual Merit: Advances research innovation in the fields of data 
science or artificial intelligence. 

0-3 points Impact: Data Science research and solutions driven by a specific and 
compelling societal problem or stakeholder need; approach delivers 
impressive impact with both breadth and depth.  

0-3 points Interdisciplinarity: Includes a diverse set of disciplines and experts 
appropriate to solve the problem area.  

0-3 points Partnerships: Strong and appropriate connections with external 
stakeholders such as industry, civic organizations, or government 
entities. 

0-3 points Sustainability: A clear plan to leverage CDAC support to attract 
additional funding sources to support the project’s long-term efforts 
beyond the 24-month project period.  

0-3 points Feasibility & Deliverables: Rapid ability to produce innovative 
prototypes, tools, software or other deliverables within the project period. 
Proposers must identify the deliverables to be produced and describe 
how those outputs will benefit society-- including the metrics that will be 
used to assess impact. 

https://ura.uchicago.edu/page/principal-investigator-eligibility


 
Proposal Preparation Instructions 

Pre-proposal: 

Abstract (250 words). What is the problem you seek to address, what is your approach to 
address this challenge, and what specific outcomes will your project deliver?  

Project description. Please submit up to a two-page document (standard font at a size of 11 
points or larger) addressing the questions below. The page limit does not include references; 
documents exceeding the page limit will not be considered. 

● Vision & impact. State the challenge you are trying to address and its importance. Is 
this a niche problem or a large problem? Why is data science or AI required to solve this 
problem?  

● Stakeholders. Who would benefit from this solution? Who are your key stakeholders 
and how will you engage with them on this project?  

● Interdisciplinarity. Describe the need for the research collaboration. Demonstrate the 
expertise of your team to accomplish the project’s goals. 

● Competition. What other groups are trying to address this need? Why is your approach 
unique or state of the art?  

● Intellectual merit. How does the project advance innovation in the fields of data science 
or artificial intelligence?  

● Deliverables. State concrete deliverables for this project and the timeline for producing 
and piloting these deliverables.  

● Sustainability. Briefly outline your plan for securing external funding (potentially 
including examples of external funding you plan to pursue). 

Short Answer: 

Current Funding (1,000 characters max): Document your current major funding sources 
(sponsor, amount) for this project and the status (prospect, committed or secured).  

Requested Funding (1,000 characters max): What is the amount requested to fund this 
project (up to $250K)? 

Alternative Funding (1,000 characters max): Why are you requesting funding for this project 
from CDAC as opposed to other funding sources?  

Data availability and management (2,000 characters max): If you plan to use datasets in 
your research project, describe your data sources, if (and how) you plan to obtain data 
(purchased, agreement, public, lab generated, etc.), and if there are any limitations on 
publishing project results, and if (and how) you plan to make versions of the data available, etc. 
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Full-proposal:  

Project description. Please submit up to a 6 page document (standard font at a size of 11 
points or larger) addressing the questions below. The page limit does not include references; 
documents exceeding the page limit will not be considered 

● Project plan. The project description should provide a clear statement of the work to be 
undertaken, including the objectives for the period of the proposed work and expected 
significance. 

● Partnership. Describe how your partnership will support and accelerate the impact of 
the project. Describe the roles of different partners and team members in developing 
deliverables. 

● Prior Work. What technologies, data, and/or prior work is being leveraged for this 
project and how ready is this for demonstration on a short timescale? 

● Sustainability. How will the proposed work leverage CDAC funding over the next 24 
months to attract outside funding and partnerships?  

● Timeline of Milestones and Deliverables: Include a visual representation (e.g., Gantt 
chart or alternative) of key milestones during the two-year award period, including 
creation of specific deliverables. Explain why there is a high probability that this plan will 
be achieved. 

Supplemental documents (all 1 page documents, standard font at size 11 or larger):  

● Letters of collaboration (minimum 1, template provided) 
● Data management plan (template provided) 
● IP management plan (template provided) 
● Technology stack (examples provided) 

Budget justification:  

● Please upload a brief justification for each line in the proposal budget. 

Budget: 

● Budgets may not exceed $250,000. 
● Please use the budget template provided (under "Competition Files" on the right margin 

of the application portal) to complete your 24-month budget, and upload the completed 
version here. 

● Projects that intend to hire research personnel, such as postdoctoral researchers or 
other professional (non-student) research assistants, must include a line item for salary 
and fringe benefits in the project budget.  

● Postdoctoral, graduate or undergraduate researchers will only be funded to the extent 
that they are working on CDAC Discovery Challenge projects. 
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● Support from CDAC may not be used for: 

○ Faculty salary support, course reduction, academic leave, or summer salary. 
○ External (non-UChicago) collaborators. 
○ The purchase of equipment at institutions other than UChicago.  
○ Indirect costs.  

 
 
Application Submission:  

● Proposals must be submitted using the UChicago InfoReady portal. Detailed submission 
instructions and budget templates are provided as part of the submission process. For a 
preliminary overview of the application, please see InfoReady’s “Preview” section. 

● If you are visiting the portal for the first time, you will need to create a new account. 
● Applications received after the deadline will not be considered.  

 
Reporting  

● Awarded proposals will be funded initially for one year. The overall progress of the 
project will be evaluated at the end of one year, based on a progress report and 
presentation that the team will make to a panel of reviewers. Pending a successful 
review, projects will be funded for the remaining year.  

● Projects will be required to submit a final report within 30 days after the close of the 
project period.  

● Funded projects will provide updates on research outputs and impact metrics (such as 
publications, external funding secured, patents/licenses, conference presentations) 
through a short annual survey during the two years following the close of the project 
period.  
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https://uchicago.infoready4.com/

